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How Infants Learn Self-Regulation

learn it well are able to persist in com-
plex learning tasks that stretch their 
skills, and later they go further in their 
education. They have learned tools to 
regulate anxiety or discouragement 
so that they welcome challenging 
learning activities.

Caregivers support self-regulation 
best when they are aware of and able 
to control their own emotions. Staying 
calm yourself when your child has lost 
control helps her to feel safe and to 
learn how to manage strong feelings.

It’s important for adults to have rea-
sonable expectations about self-reg-
ulation based on child development. 
The younger the child, the more in-
consistent these skills will be. Punish-
ing children if they fail to calm them-
selves quickly when frustrated will not 
help them learn self-regulation. 

Source: Developing Young Children’s Self-
Regulation Through Everyday Experiences, 
National Association for the Education of 
Young Children, 2011.

Young babies have very little ability to 
regulate themselves and are almost 
entirely dependent on parents or 
caregivers to identify and respond to 
their needs in order to survive. 

You are your baby’s secure base.  He 
comes to know that he can always 
count on you to be there for him, and 
that you will help him make sense 
out of his experiences.  Each day he 
builds confidence in your mutual re-
lationship and will begin to reach out 
and explore the world.  
 
During her first year, your consistent 
and loving responses support her de-
velopment. She takes in your mutual 
interactions, which helps her to clarify 
and make sense of visual cues and 
physical sensations.  

Babies are quite competent and have 
a full set of cues to let you know what 
they want and need and when they 
need it.  At first, as you thoughtfully 
and consistently decode your baby’s 
cues, you will be helping him regu-
late by providing “just enough” help.  
As self-regulation increases and he 
learns to manage his responses, you 
can withdraw direct support. 

One of the best things about self-reg-
ulation is that young children who
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Growing Pains 
in Children

Growing pains are common in young 
children and can be described as 
an ache or throb in the front of the 
thighs, calves or behind the knees.  
Some children may also experience 
abdominal pain or headache during 
episodes.  

Growing pains often occur in the late 
afternoon or early evening and can 
wake a sleeping child. Overuse from 
activities such as running, climbing or 
jumping during the day might increase 
the risk of leg pain at night. 

Try these home remedies to help 
ease your child's discomfort: 

Rub your child's legs. Some chil-
dren respond to gentle massage of 
the legs,while others are comforted by 
being held or cuddled.

Use a heating pad. Heat can soothe 
sore muscles.  Use a heating pad on 
a low setting before bedtime or when 
growing pains occur but remember 
to remove the heating pad once your 
child falls asleep. A warm bath before 
bedtime can also help. 

Try a pain reliever. Offer your child 
ibuprofen or acetaminophen to ease 
leg pain.

Continued on page 2
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More Minnesota parenting help is only a 
phone call or click away!  Call the FREE 
Parent Warmline 612.813.6336 (Twin 
Cities) or 1.866.916.4316 (Greater 
Minnesota) anytime, even on weekends.
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Winter Safety Tips
Whether winter brings severe storms, 
light dustings or just cold tempera-
tures, it is important to keep young 
children safe and warm. Here are 
some tips for winter dressing:

•   Dress infants and children warmly 
    for outdoor activities. Several thin 
    layers will keep them dry and 
    warm. Remember warm boots, 
    gloves or mittens, and a hat.

•   Dress older babies and young 
    children in one extra layer of 
    clothing than an adult would wear 
    in the same conditions.

•   Use  one-piece sleepers or 
    wearable blankets for infant sleep 
    clothing. Blankets, quilts, pillows, 
    sheepskins and other loose 
    bedding may contribute to 
    Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 
    (SIDS) and should be kept out of 
    an infant’s sleeping environment.

•   If a blanket must be used to keep 
    a sleeping infant warm, it should 
    be tucked in around the crib 
    mattress, reaching only as far as 
    your baby’s chest, so the infant’s    

    face is less likely to become 
    covered by bedding materials.

Set reasonable time limits on outdoor 
play to prevent hypothermia and frost-
bite.  Hypothermia develops when a 
child’s temperature falls below normal 
due to exposure to colder tempera-
tures.  As hypothermia sets in, a child 
may shiver and become lethargic and 
clumsy. 

Frostbite happens when the skin and 
outer tissues become frozen. Fingers, 
toes, ears and nose may become 
pale, gray and blistered. In order to 
avoid these conditions, be sure to 
have children come inside periodically 
to warm up.

Source: “Winter Safety Tips,” the American 
Academy of Pediatrics, January 2013.

T     F    Toys that are "open-ended" in    
            the sense that a child can play  
            with them in many different 
            ways are good for sparking 
            imagination and thinking skills. 

T    F    Good "developmental" toys for 
            toddlers have lots of buttons, 
            levers, lights, and music, so 
            that the child is entertained by 
            them.

T    F    The best toys are used by a 
            child at many different 
            developmental stages. 

Test your knowledge 
about good toys for 
young children...

Answers:  1)T,   2)F,   3)T

Mother-daughter co-hosts Marti and Erin Erickson invite 
you to explore with them the many facets of motherhood 
in today’s world – from confronting the daily joys and 
struggles of helping kids grow up well, to balancing work 
and family, to considering the big questions of how society 
views and values mothers and mothering.They invite you 
to join the conversation at www.goodenoughmoms.com.
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Growing Pains 
In Children
Continued from page 1

Stretching exercises. Stretching the 
muscles in the legs during the day 
may help prevent pain at night. 

Most children who have growing 
pains will not need to see a doctor. If 
the pain is persistent or unusual, you 
may want to bring your concerns to 
the attention of your family doctor or 
pediatrician. 

Source: http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/
growing-pains/DS00888.


